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ABSTRACT

Many .-esults for statistical investigations are valid for more general models

than were used in their development. This is the case for situations where indepen-

dence (or zero correlation), equal variances, and souetimes joint normality are

assumed for sets of random variables. This research investigates extended uses of

standard results for some analysis of variance situations. Many methods are found

to be usable with much more general models, alt: ugh not all types of effects can

be investigated. The research also provides investigation methods that are usable

for all the effects. Moreover, the extended models associated with these methods

are much more general than those for the standard methods. Chapter I is intro-

ductory and includes a statement of the concepts involved. Material in Chapter II

shows that some of the results assuming a sample from a normal population are

applicable more generally, including some methods for one-way analysis of variance.

The remaining chapters are, with one exception, concerned entirely with analysis of

variance. Chapter III contains some extended uses of standard results for fixed-

effects models. Chapter IV gives extended uses of standard results for models

with random effects. Chapter V contains metf-ds for investigating all effects,

for some models with fixed effects. Chapter VI is concerned with investigating all

effects and models with random effects. Finally, an analysis of covariance model

and a mixed model are considered in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER I

INTROXUCTION

Models for observed data, in terms of parameters and unobserved random

variables, provide the basis for investigations of an analysis of variance (ANOVA)

nature. The customary models utilize some stringent assumptions, which include

equal 7ariances within sets for the unobserved random variables (perhaps for all

such ram• variables) and zero correlation among most or all of the unobserved

random vi r-.ables. -3ometimes, joint normality for the unobserved random variables

is also a mimed (when something besides point estimation is desired).

"im methods for statistical investigation are applicable for more general

models than those on which their development was originally based. The research

reported here identifies extended models for which some standard ANOVA type methods

remain applicable. These extended models are substantial generalizations of the

original models. However, no extension occurs wherein all of the types of effects

can be investigated by use of standard methods.

To obtain investigation methods for all the types of effects, and to be able

to use extended models of a much more general nature, some statistical methods

different from those custearily used are developed. This is accomplished by

replacing the usual asum Df squares for error" by another statistic that has similar

properties but fewer "degi ees of freedom."

An extended model is obtained by adding one or more unobserved random terms of

an error nature to the original model. The kind of terms added, and conditions

they are required to satisfy, depend on the types of effects that are to be inves-

tigated simultaneously. An effect investigated is a parameter in the model or,

for random effects, is a variance (or covariance, or function of variances and/or

covariances) of the type of unobserved random effects, in the original model,



being considered. There is no interest in properties of the extra random error(s)

that are added to the original model to form the extension.

The generality level for an extended model depends on the types of effects

to be investigated simultaneously. Fol the extensions given, the generality level

is much higher for a subset of a set (of types of effects) than it is for the set

itself.

A requirement in the development of an extended model is that the additional

error term(s) must not occur in any of the statistics used for the investigation

methods. That is, the extensions are motivated by the statistics to be used. Two

ways, in combination, are applied to eliminate the extra error terms from statistics.

Fi-rst, these errors can be exactly cancelled out in the statistics. Second, one or

mcre smation conditions are imposed that cause these errors to be eliminated.

The summation conditions reduce the level of generality obtained from the presence

of the additional errors but much of '-his generality remains. For expmple, the

requirement that ten random errors sum to a constant effectively leaves nine un-

constrained random error terms. Since all additional random errors are eliminated,

the statistics have the same probability properties for the extension as they do

for the original model. In particular this is the case when the joint normality

assumption occurs for the original model.

To be emphasized is thet the total interest is conc:entrated on investigation

of the effects that occur for the original model. Any additional random error

term is a further Lrror contribution from the experimental situation (and ideally

would be zero).

Also to be emphasized is tfat, subject to any summation conditions imposed,

the additional random error terms can have an arbitrary joint distribution. That

is, they can have any Joint distributicn that is possible. Moreover, the addition-

al errors can have any permissible dependences with the unobserved random terms in

the original model.
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When only one extra error term occurs, it can have an arbitrary distribution and

any permissible dependences with unobserved random variables in the -riginal model.

Thus, an extended model is able to at least approximate a broad class of joint

distributions for the observations. Results obtained for an extended model are

exact when some one of the possibilities for the extended model exactly represents

the joint distribution of the observed random variables. Approximate results

occur when an approximate (but not exact) representatiL: is obtainable.

These considerations, and the research performed, show that many of the

standard results for models of an ANOVA nature have "robustness" properties. That

is, for the models considere4 , many of the effects investigated for the original

model are sti-l investigated, with the same probability properties as for the

standard methods, when additional error terms of a rather general nature can be

present. Moreover, modified investigation methods combined with further research

show that (for the models considered) all effects can be investigated and with

stronger robustness properties than for the standard methods.

The first material presented (Chapter II) considers extensions for the cases

where a random sample from a normal population is originally assumed, and for the

case where the several-sample normality model for one-way ANOVA is originally

assumed. Standard methods are considered for both cases. This first material is

given in greater detail than for other cases using standard methods, in order to

introduce the cancellation way of eliminating the extra error terms.

The second material (Chapter III) considers extensions of models with fixed

effects for use of the standard methods. Two-way ANOVA with no replication and

two-way ANOVA witn replication (interactions included) are the two cases examined.

Some results of this nature are also given in Chapter V (for presentation

convenience) .

The third set of material (Chapter IV) is concerned with the extensions of
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random-effects (variance components) models and use of the customary methods.

Considered in somewhat general terms are various types of variance components modele.

Considered in detail is two-way ANOVA with no replication.

Chapter V, containing the fourth se. of material, considers extensions of

fixed-effects models and some new investigation methods. Here, all effects can be

investigated. One-way ANOVA and two-way ANOVA with replication (and intecacti-..s)

receive consideration. More detail than usual (for cases with new methods) occurs

here, in order to introduce the summation way of eliminating extra error terms.

The fifth material, in Chapter VI, is concerned with extensions of random-

effects models and presents some new methods that can be used to irvestigate all

effects. One-way ANOVA and twofold nested ANOVA are considered.

Finally, in Chapter VII, some results for one-way anal2:sis of covariance and

for the Scheffe two-way mixed model for ANOVA are rresnt-:e:. -Standard methods are

considered for the analysis of covariance case, a' 7f: - s-:-._t are oiven for the

mixed model case. All effects can be investigated ,-:-.- -7.xec 7.•del case.

In addition to the basic investigation results, several ..etlhods have been

developed for rejection of outlying observations. For brevity, these methods are

not presented in all cases. However, to illustrate the approach used, a few of the

methods are given in detail. Also, other places where such a method has been de-

veloped are identified by specification of the moqt general extension (of the type

considered) for which the rejection-method is applicable.

Lastly, some notation properties are stated. This notation involves tne use

of a dot in place of a subscript for an observed variable (random, or fixed as in

the aialysis of covariance) . Use of a dot in place of a subscript implies that

the quantity considered is the arithmetic average of the variable over all values

of this subscript, for the spe-cifis-d values of the other subscripts. For example,

consider yijk' where i = 1, ... , I; j = 1, ... , J; k=l, ... , K.
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K I J

yij. - y •ijk"K' Y..k - z y.i,/IJ,
kul in1 ji1

I J K
y.. E E E Y.y..k/IJK.

" i1 j=l k-l i'

This notation property is used throughout Chapters II- VII. Also, the way of

representing equation numbers and numbers for ANOVA type models is selfcontained

within each part that begins 0. SUMMARY, or begins 0. Summary. That is, the num-

bering used applies only within this part.
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CHAPTER II

EXACT NORMALITY-SAMPLE RESULTS FOR DEPENDENT CBSERVATIONS
FROM NOINORMAL POPULATIONS

0. SUMMARY

Some well-known statistical results are based on the assumption of a random

sample from a normal population or, for one-way ANOVA, the assumption of indepen-

dent samples from normal populations. Many of these tests, confidence regions, etc.

have the same properties when less stringent assumptions are made (and the inves-

tigation is suitably interpreted) . That is, a generalization can be made of the

concept of a sample from a normal population and of the concept of independent

samples from normal populations. These generalized modeIcz permit dependence among

some or all observations and each observation can be from a different nonnormal

population. Exact results are obtainable when the statistic(s) used can be expressed

entirely in terms of differences of observations. For the situation corresponding

to the one-sample case, such statistics occur for variance investigation and rejec-

tion of outliers. Some statistics of this nature occur for the situation corre-

sponding to one-way ANOVA, including the -- statistic often used to test whether

independent samples are from the same normal population.

1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS

A common assumption is that the data are a random sample from a normal popula-

tion or, for one-way ANOVA, are independent samples from normal populations. More

specifically, for the one-sample case, the observations can be expressed in the form

x + ei, (i ,.,n)

where the ei are a random sample from a normal population with zero mean and posi-
2

tive variance a (ordinarily unknown). For the one-way ANOVA case, the observations

can be expressed in the form
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xjj - •& + , [i .... ,n(j); j l.

where, for fixed J, the e.. are a random sample of size n(j) from a normal popu-1)
2

lation with zero mean and positive variance a. (ordinarily unknown). Also, the

eij are mutually independent.

The purpose of this material is to show that many of the results developed on

the basis of these normality-sample ass'.mptions remain exact, and have the same

properties, when the forms used fVr the observations are generalized.

Corresponding to the one-sample case, the observations are expressed in the

form

x . a p + e . + e ' , (i -1 , . . . , n ) ,

where the e. have the same properties as for the normality-sample situation and1

e' has an arbitrary distribution. Also, e' can have any allowable dependence with

the ei and the level of dependence can vary with i. If the variances and covari-

ance exist for Ce' ,e, ... ,en), with positive variance for e', and p. denotes the

correlation between e' and e., the condition1

12 + ... + P n2 1{i

must be satisfied by the pi.

The interest is still in the properties of the population yielding the ei,

with no interest in properties that involve e'. The value of e' represents an

error contribution imposed on all the observations by the experimental situation

(and ideally would be zero), with different e. possibly having a different in-

fluence on the random value occurring for e'. The x have continuous distributions,

since the ei have continuous distributions, and have the same population mean

(when the expected value of e' exists). Since the distribution of e. + e' is in-

11fluenced by the dependence between e i and e', the x i can have noticeably different

nonnormal distributions. Also, any two xi are virtually always dependent, and the
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level of dependence can be high. A special case is that where the x. are normal1

multivariate and the correlation between every two x. is the same. Properties of1

some well-known results for this case are examined in Walsh (1947). As is shown

in the verification section, the model for the x. used here is equivalent to that1

of Walsh (1947) for the case where (e',e 1 , ... ,e) have a normal multivariate dis-

tribution and the 0i are equal. The generalized form used for the xi, also the form

given later for the xij, are specializations of the form introduced in Walsh (1968)

for two-way ANOVA.

When a statistic can be expressed entirely in terms of differences of the x1 0

the contribution e' cancels out and the statistic has the same properties as when

the normality-sample assumptions hold. As an example, for n > 2,

2 n 2 n
s (x x) , with x = E x /n

i 1i1 1

identically equals

n 2 n
Z(e. - e) , with e = Z e./n.

i=1 1 i=I 1

Hence, s2/a2 has a X - distribution with n - 1 degrees of freedom and s 2(n-l) is

2
an exactly unbiased estimate of a . Also, procedures for rejection of outlying

observations almost always are based on differences of the sample values (for

example, see Guttman and Smith (1969), and the references listed therein).

Next, consider the form of the observations for the situation that corresponds

to one-way ANOVA for two or more samples. Here,

xij = 4j + eij + e'', (i - l,...,n(j); j 1 ...- 1 ],

where the e.. have the same properties as for the normality-sample case and the

distribution of e' is arbitrary. Also, e'' can have any permissible dependence

with the eij, and the level can vary with the value of (i,j) . When variances and

8



covariances exist for (e'',e. ;i1l,...,n(j); j=l,...,m), P.. denotes the correla-

tion coefficient for e' and e.i, the condition

m n(j) 2
j Z P1. El (2)

j'l i = i

is necessarily satisfied by the P...

1)

The only interest is in the properties of the populations from which the e..13

are obtained. The value of e'' is an error contribution that ideally would be zero.

The null hypothesis considered is the same as for the normality sample case. That

is, the null hypothesis asserts that the eij + &j are from the same normal popula-

tion. In view of this null hypothesis, and reasons for its investigation, consider-

ation of the case where all observations receive the contribution e' seer- to be

an appropriate generalization of the form of the observations for one-way ANOVA.

The distributions of the x.. are continuous but can be nonnormal and noticeably1)

different. Any 1two x.. are virtually always dependent, and this dependence can be1)

very strong.

The contribution e'' cancels out for any statistic that can be expressed en-

tirely in terms of differences of the x... In particular, suppose that all

n(j) 2 2 and consider the F-statistic often used to test whether independent samples

are from the same normal population. Under the null hypothesis, the ij + eij are

from the same normal population, so that

2 m n (j) - 2 mi n (j) -2
SE E E (s .-x) 1 E (e.ij-e)

ji1 i1l j-1 i1l

2 m 2 m - 2
SB E n(j) (x .- x) Z n(j) (e _-)

B jul j-l1

where

9



I

m n (j) m n(j)
X Z E x../N, e- E E eij/N,

j=i i=l j=l i-l 1]

n(j) n(j)
x = x. ./n(j), e = e../n(j),

13 i=l

and

m
N= E n(j).

j=l

Thus, the statistic
S2/ 2

(N-mr) S /(m-l) SE

has an F-distribution with m-i ýnd N-m degrees of freedom when the null hypothesis

holds. In general, the distribution of this statistic is the same as for the

normality-sample case of one-way ANOVA.

2. VERIFICATIONS

First, consider verification of Equation (1) for the situation corresponding

to the one-sample case where the variances and covariances exist for (e,el, ... ,en)

and all variances are positive. The determinant of the variance-covariance matrix

for (e',el,...,en) can be expressed as

2
o P 1i0o, 02a00 P.n.O0

01 000 a 0 . . . 0

020 0 0 .. 020

2

10



with 002 being the variance of e'. Expansion shows that its value is

a02 72n (1-1 2- .- Pn2

which is necessarily nonnegative.

Next, consider verification of Equation (2) for the situation corresponding

to the one-way ANOVA case where the variances and covariances exist for

(e' ' ,eij; i1l,...,n(j); jl,... ,m) and all variances are positive. The determinant

of the variance-covariance matrix for this multivariate random variable is

2
a00 P01 a00a 1 . n (m).mmPOOPm

2
01iI00001 01 0

2
Pn(m)m aOOcm 0 Cm

2
with a 000 being the variance of e''. The value of this determinant is

2 2n(l) 2n(m) m n(J) 2_

00 "0 m EiE [ E
00 jl1 i=11

which is necessarily nonnegative.

Finally, suppose that (e',eI ... ,en) has a normal (n-+)-variate distribution
2 2

with a0 and a positive and

"" P n .
Then the correlation between any two x. is the same and can be expressed as1

(a02+Pa0a) / (a02+a2+2pa0a) (3)

The model here for the one-sample case is equivalent to the model in Walsh (1947) if
-i

the value of (3) can be shown to take all values from -(n-l) to 1. Since (3) is

11



continuous in a0/a and p, it is sufficient to show that -1/(n-1) and 1 are

attainable (at least in the limit). First, the value of (3) becomes I as -a Ol

Second, from Equation (1),

Let p -- n"ad a0/a n . Then, the value of (3) is -(n-l)-1. Thus, these two

models are equivalent.
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CHAPTER III

EXTENDED USES OF STMARD RESULTS
WITH FIX'MD EFFECTS

TWO-WAY ANOVA WITH NO REPLICATICN

0. S1imary

Consider the standard two-way cross-classification model for ANOVA with one

observation for each cob-"nation of factor levels and fixed effects. The model

with no interaction is used. The customary assumption of joint normality is made

for random terms when procedures other than point estimation are used. This stan-

dard model is generalized, in several ways, by addition of one or two more random

terms of an "error" nature. The extended models are much more generally usable

than the standard models. However, except when all types of effects are to be

investigated simultaneously, a customary procedure for the standard model re-

mains applicable for one or more of its extensions.

1. Introduction

The standard model for two-way ANOVA with cross-classification, no inter-

action, fixed effects, and no replication is

Y jk = k + CYj + 0 k + e jk l I

where j ml,...,J and k - 1,..., K, with J,K k 2. Here, yjjk is an observed random

variable, L is a parameter, a. is a parameter satisfying a 1 + ... + a3 - 0, and

8 k is a parameter satisfying 01 + ... + K - 0. The ejk are unobserved random

2variables that have zero mean, the same variance a , and are mutually uncorrelated.

The ejk are also assumed to have a joint .. al distribution when significance

tests or confidence regions are desired. Sme or all of 4, a 2 one or more of the

•j, and one or more of the Pk can he investigated when model (1) applies.

This material shows that, except when all types of effects are investigated,

13



extensions occur where the standard investigation methods remain applicable. Seven

extensions are given. As always, the total interest is in investigating the effects

for model (1), with no interest in examining properties of the extra random error

terms added to this model.

2. The Extensions

An extension is identified by the one or two random terms that are added to

the expression for yjk in the standard model, and by the allowable probability

properties for the additional random term(s).

2First, consider the case where a , C., Ok are the types of effects investigated.

The extension consists of

Yjk = (standard model) + e', (2)

where, as for all the extensions, the quantities occurring in the standard model

have the same properties as for that model. The additional random error e' can

have an arbitrary distribution, and can have any allowable dependences with the

random error terms in rmdel (1) .
2

Second, the types of effects investigated are p, a , a. and the extended model3

is

Yjk = (standard model) + e'k, (3)

where the additional random errors satisfy e'1 + ... + e'K 0. Otherwise, the

e'k can have an arbitrary joint distribution, and any permissible dependences with

the random errors in the standard model.

2
Third, p, a , Ok are the types investigated and the extension is

y (standard model) + e'', (4)Yjk

where the additional random errors satisfy e''I + ... + ell - 0.

2
Fourth, the types investigated are p, a and the extended model is

YJk - (standard model) + e'k + e' 5)

where the additional random errors satisfy

14



J K
SE (e'W + e') 0.

j-1 k-l k

Model (5) is an extension of models (3) and (4).
2

Fifth, a2 and C. are the types in¢estigated and the extension is

Yjk = (standard model) + e'k. (6)

Model (6) is an extension of models (2) and (3).

2
Sixth, a and k are the types investigated and the extended model is

y (standard model) + e'' (7)
jk j*

Model (7) is an extension of models (2) and (4).

2
Finally, consider the case where a is the type of effect investigated. The

extension is

Yjk (standard model) + e' + e''. (8)

Model (8) is an extension of all the otier extended models.

3. Verification Outline

First, the standard statistics for model (1) are stated. Then, for each

appropriate type of statistic, or combination of types, the extension (or exten-

sions) for which the extra random errors do not occur are identified. For a given

investigation, the only usable extensions are those where the additional randon

errors are eliminated in all the statistics for the investigation. Then, the

probability properties for the statistics are the same as for model (1) , so that

the customary results apply (for example, see Graybill (1961)).

The statistics considered are

P -Y y yy. -

"i j.k k

22, 2 KY 2
.. (y. - Y .. ' E ( - Y--'
jal k=l

15



2 J K 2
s (Y - y. -Y + y

e j-l k=l "k

2 2 2Here, s is used to investigate a . Also, s is used in investigations for thee e

other types of effects (tests, confidence regions, estimates of variances of

2
estimates). The statistic s is free of the additional random terms for all ofe

the extensions.

2 2The statistics oy and s are used to investigate the a.. Both s and. ti.-3 a j a

o. are free of the additional random terms for models (2), (3), and (6).
32

The statistics S and sb2 are used to investigate the 5k' Both sb2 and the

k are free of the additional random variables for models (2) , (4) , and (7).

Finally, the statistic h is used to investigate ýi, and is an unbiased estimate

of L. The statistic ýL is free of the additional random variables for models (3),

(4) , and (5).

TWO-WAY ANOVA WITH INTERACTIONS

0. Summary

Considered is the standard two-way cross-classification model, with fixed

effects and including interactions. This standard model is extended by addition

of one or two more "error" terms. However, except when all the types of effects

are to be considered simultaneously, the customary procedures for the standard

model remain applicable for at least one of the extended models. Also, a proce-

dure for rejection of outliers using the standard model is outlined, and shown to

be applicable for the most general extension.

1. Introduction

The balanced model for two-way ANOVA, with cross-classification, interactions,

and fixed effects is

Yijk = 1 + oi +j i+ Yj I eijk' (I)
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where i l,...,I; j = l,...,J; k = 1,...,K; with I, J, K 2 2. Here, yijk is

an observed random variable, • is a parameter, or is a parameter satisfying

Of + + of = 0, and .'s a parameter satisfying 81+ ... $j 0. Thev

are parameters that satisfyy + ... + -0 for all i, and ylj + "'" "

for all j. The eijk are unobserved random variables and are mutually unccrrelated
2

with zero mean and variance a . The e.jk are also assumed to have a joint normal

distribution when something besides point estimation is desired.

First, consider a description of a method for deciding whether an observation

is an outlier. Let yijk* be selected, without knowledge of the observation values,

for investigation as a possible outlier. Divide the observations with this i, j

value into sets of size two, and one or zero sets of size three (unbiasedly) so

that yijk* is not in a set of size three. When a set of size three occurs, it is

modified to a set of size two by (unbiasedly) combining two of its observations.

Specifically, two of the observations are added and their sum divided by 45 , to

yield one "observation." This "observation" is identified by using the larger of

the two values for k in the observations summed. For each of the resulting sets,

a statistic of the kind

Yijk(1) - yijk(2) = eijk(1) - eijk(2)

is formed, where k(l) = k* for the set containing Yijk*" These statistics are un-

correlated with the same variance and zero mean. The statistic containing yijk*

can be investigated as an outlier, when the assumption of normality for the eijk

is also made. This can be done by use of a procedure for deciding whether a

specified observation, believed to be in a sample from a normal population with

zero mean ( and selected without knowledge of the sample values), is an outlier.

Fifteen extensions of model (1) are given. An extension is made by addition

of one, or two, more "ferror" terms (of different kinds) to the standard model

for yijk"
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2. Extensions

2
No extension occurs f.Lr the case where i, c2 , at least one of the O., the

least one of the 8., and dt least one of the y.i are all to be investigated.

However, extended models are gi.ven for the other important cases.

First, consider the extension where the types of effects investigated are

2a7 ,i' 8.1 .j " . The extended model is

yijk • + l ++8 + Yi + eijk + e', (2)
ijk i ~ u

where, as for all the extensions, U, Ci' Q.jI Yij, and e.., have the same

properties as in model (1).

2
Second, the types of effects investigated are ", a , ti' yi. and the exten-

sion is

Yijk = + ari + 0j + yij + eijk + e', (3)

where the additional random errors satisfy ei + ... + e' = 0.

Third, consider the case where the types of effects investigated are

2 , yj' Y.j. The extension as

Yijk = + Oi + B j + -ij + eijk + e,', (4)

where the additional random errors satisfy e'' + .. +e =

Fourth, the types of effects investigated are 7 2 , 2 and the extended

model is

Yijk = 4 + 'i j + Yijk + eijk + e'j (5)

Model (5) is an extension of models (2) and (3).

2Fifth, j, ,y.. are the types of effects investigated ad the extension isj 1)

yi3k + i+ + Yi + ei, e ' (6)

Model (6) is an extension of models (2 and (4).
2

Sixth, the types investigated are a, a , 'Yi and the ex+.,nsion is

ijk = + Y - j - eijk + e' + e', (7)

where the additional random variables satisfy
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I J

E E (e! + e'') = 0.i= 1 j -1 I I

Model (7) is an extension of models (3) and (4).

2
Seventh, Cy , yij are the types investigated and the extended model is

Pijk + + of + + .ij + e. + e' + e'' (8)
Yij1 - 1 ijk j i

Model (8) is an extension of models (5), (6) , and (7).

2Eighth, the types of effects investigated are p, ac' i a.jf and the extension

is

Yijk = + i + 8j + Nij + eijk

where the additional random variables satisfy (i = l,...,I; jl,...,J)

I J

Se. = 0, E e?. = 0.
i=l I j=l 1)

2
Ninth, p, a , o. are the types investigated and the extended model is1

Y. + i + 9 + Yij + e + eOi (10)1)jk ' j ij ijk .'(0

where the additional random variables satisfy

J
Ye.!. - 0, (i=" .. I

jl 13

Model (10) is an extension of model (9).

2Tenth, the types investigated are p, a , 8. and the extension is

f . j + y .+e e (11)Yijk + (Y'. i ijk e+ j (1

where the additional random variables satisfy

I
ijle*. = 0,(j,.,J.

Model (11) is an extension of model (9)
2

Eleventh, ai, oi, a are the types investigated and the extended model is
Yijk L + ai + + Yj + ejk + e., (12)
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where the additional random variables satisfy (i = l,...,I; jil,...,J)

E e* C . C,

with C 1 , C 2 constants that can have any values. Model (12) is an extension of

models (2) and (9).

2Twelfth, the types investigated are a , ai and the extension is

Yijk + i + + Yij + ek + ej'. (13)

where the additional random variables satisfy

J
Se*. = C, (i =l..I

j-1 I

with C a constant that can have any value. Model (13) is an extension of models

(5), (10), and (12).

2
Thirteenth, a are the types investigated and the extension is

Yijk +=+ Y +e I+ ej, (14)
i i uk Ij

where the additional random variables satisfy

I

E e*. = C, (j=l ... J)

Model (14) is an extension of models (6) , (11), and (12).

Fourteenth, the types investigated are p, 2 and the extended model is

P= . + Oi + 89 + Yi + e + e*., (15)
YijkJ i ijk

where the addit.,nal random variables satisfy

I J

S e*. - 0.
i=1 j1 1]

Model (15) is an extension of models (7), (10), and (11).

2.
Finally, a is investigated and the extended model is

y L + i + + Y, +e + e*j" (16)Yijk 1) i jk ij2
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Model (16) is an extension of all the other extensions and, as is easily verified,

the method outlined for rejection of outliers (using the standard model) remains

applicable for model (16).

3. Outline of Verifications

The statistics customarily used for model (1) are stated and the extended

models for which the additional random variables do not occur are identified. Also,

identification is given for the type(s) of effects investigated by a stated

statistic.

Some further notation is introduced for stating the statistics considered.

This is

-yY ' 1 j ' -Y '
S... =. .j. ...

I 2yij . Yi. y. - Y.j. + y . SA )21i.. ...

I I J

S (y - . 2 2 G y Yij. - Yi. - Y. + y )2
B j.l -)- .- SG i1 j=l j ...

I J K - y 2

SS E I:I E ik-yjSi=1 j l k1l

The statistic S2 is used to investigate a2 and is free of the additional random
2

variables for all the extended models. Also, S is used for investigations of the

other types of effects (and occurs in significance tests, confidence regions,

estimates of variances of estimates, etc.).
2

The statistics &i and SA are used to investigate the at and are free of the
A 1

additional random terms for models (2) , (3) , (5) , (9) , (10) , (12) , and (13) . The

A 2
statistics •j and SB are used to investigate the 0. and additional random variables

do not occur in these statistics for models (2) , (4) , (6) , (9) , (11) , (12) , and

(14)
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2

The statistics ij, and SG are used for investigating the yij and are free of

additional random variables for models (2) - (8). The statistic p is used to

investigate jL and is free of the additional random terms for models (3), (4), (7),

(9) , (10) , (11) , and (15)

t
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CHAPTER IV

EXTENDED USES OF STANDARD RESULTS
WITH RANDOM EFFECTS

TWO-WAY ANOVA WITH NO REPLICATICN

0. Summary

Considered is the standard two-way classification model for ANOVA with random

effects and no replication. No interactions occur. This s.andard model is gener-

alized by addition of one or two more random terms of an "error" nature. However,

except when all types of effects are to be investigated simultaneously, a custom-

ary procedure for the standard model remains applicable for one or more extensions.

1. Introduction

The standard model for two-way analysis of variance with cross-classification,

random effects (variance components model) , and no replication is

Yjk = p + aj + b e, (1)

where j = l,...,J and k l 1,...,K, with J,K > 2. Here, yjk is an observed random

variable, ýL is a parameter, the a. are unobserved random variables with zero mean

2
and variance a , the bk are unobserved random variables with zero mean and vari-

2 2

ance a 2 ' the e are unobserved random variables with zero mean and variance a 2

and the a3, bk' Cjk are mutually uncorrelated. When tests or confidence regions

are desired, the aj, bk, c. are also assumed to have a joint normal distribution.
kFjk

The types of effects receiving consideration are L, a ,b2' and Cc2" Except

when all these effects are to be investigated simultaneously, extensions are given

for which the standard investigation methods are still usable. Seven extended

models are stated.

2. The Extended Models

An extended model is identified by the one or two random terms that are added

to the expression for yjk in the standard model, and by the allowable probability
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properties for the additional random error(s).

2 2 2
First, consider the case where a , b are the types of effects inves-

tigated. The extended model consists of

Yjk - (standard model) + e', (2)

where, as for all the extensions, the quantities that occurred in the standard

model have the same properties as for that model.

2 2Second, the types of effects investigated are p, cc , a and the extended

model is

Yjk = (standard model) + e' k' (3)

where the additional random variables satisfy e'I + ... + e'K = 0.

2 2
Third, p, ac , ab are the types investigated and the extension is

y k (standard model) + e'', (4)
jk

where the additional random variables satisfy e'l'I + ... + el' = 0.
2

Fourth, the types investigated are p and a and the extended model .sC

y (standard model) + e' + e'', (5)
jk k j

where the additional random variables satisfy

J K
: (e'k + e' ) .

j=l k. k 3

Model (5) is an extension of models (3) and (4).
2 2

Fifth, ac and Ca are investigated and the extension isc a

Yjk = (scandard model) + e' (6)

Model (6) is an extension of models (2) and (3).
2 2

Sixth, ac and ab are investigated and the extended model is

Yk (standard model) + e'!. (7)

Model (7) is an extension of models (2) and (4).
2

Seventh, consider the case where c is the effect investigated. The exten-C

sion is
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- (standard :,odel) + e' + e''.
k k (8)

Model (8) is an extension of all the other extensions.

3. Outline of Justification

The standard statistics used with model (1) are defined first. Then, theme

statistics are associated with the extended models to which they are applicable.

The statistics are

Jy
2 y - 2 2 f

Sa jEl ( kj.- 1Y.k-Y..)2

~2= J K 2
sc jilkljk j .k

2 2Here, sc is used for investigating a " and is used in the investigations for

other types of effects. The statistic s 2 is free of the additional random termsc

for all the extensions.

2. 2The statistic s is used to investigate a , and is free of the additionala a

random error terms for extended models (2), (3), and (6).

2. 2
The statistic sb is used to investigate ab , and is free of the extra random

error terms for extended models (2), (4), and (7).

Finally, 4 is used to investigate ýL, and is an unbiased estimate of p. The

statistic p is free of the additional random variables for extended models (3),

(4) , and (5) .

VARIANCE COMPONENTS MODELS-GENERAL

0. Summary

Considered are standard N-way (N k 1) variance components (random effects)

models for ANOVA. These are examined in a somewhat general sense, with interest
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in verifying that many of the customary investigation methods also apply for exten-

sions of these models. An extension is obtained by adding a further random error

term to the standard model, where the error term sometimes is different for various

cases of the model. Two specific illustrations are given. Also, some ways of in-

vestigating outliers for nested designs, which also apply to the extensions, are

discussed.

1. Introduction

The statistical results that occur for the usual variance components models

can also be obtained for generalizations of these models that use substantially

less restrictive assumptions.

To illustrate the generalization approach, consider the usual model for a

balanced one-way classification. An observation is denoted by y ij, where i = 1,

., I and j 1, ., J. The model assumes that

(1Yij + a i + bij' (i

where gi is a parameter, each a. is a random variable with zero mean and variance1

2 2
Sa , and each bij is a random variable with zero mean and variance ab

2
The statistics used for investigating ya are

I J 2 2
(YE(y•.-y.) and (y. -y ) (2)

(for example, see Graybill (19613.

The extension of model (1) permits the presence of an t~.onal random vari-

able e' and assumes that

Yij - + ai +i e". (3)

The a. and the b. . have the same properties as for model (1). model (3) allows1 1)

both a and 7 2 to be investigated. When only ab2 is considered, a much moreot a an

general model can be used in which ei is the additional random error in tjie model
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for ylj Ci U 1, ... , I .

It is to be noted that, for the normality case of this nested design, models

2(1), (3) and that for investigating ab allow investigation of whether the value

of a specified b.. is an outlier. With I even, given i, and given j j(l), an
1)

investigation is based on

yij(1) - yij(2) ' Yij(3) - Yij(4)' .... ' Yij(I-l) y i-Y ),

where j (1),...,j (I) are the different values for j. These differences are indepen-

dent and equal

bij(1) - bij(2)' -' bij(I-1) - bij(I)

respectively, so they have the same normal distribution with zero mean when the
2

model for investigating ab holds. Whether bij(i) is an outlier (and the other of

these b's satisfy the conditions of the model) can be investigated by methods for

deciding whether a given observation, supposedly in a random sample from a normal

population with known mean, is to be considered an outlier. This approach is

usable in any nested design for investigating the random variables that have all

the subscripts used in the model. The additional variables for the extended model

can have all the subscripts that occur for the other random variables of the nested

model being extended.

The level of generalization that can be attained by the presence of one or

more additional random variables is related to what is investigated and to the

number of variance components investigated (decreases as the number of variance

componentz; increases). For example, consider the usual model for a balanced three-

way cross classification, where i " 1, ... , I; j - 1, ... , j; and k - 1, ... , K.

This model is

Yijk - • + ai + b + ck + dij + fik + gjk + hijk'

with Ik a parameter and the other quantities random variables. All the random
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2
variables have zero expectation, the a. have variance a , the b. a variance of1 a3

2 2
ab*"' the hijk variance ah . Also, the random variables are mutually indepen-

dent.

2 2
When all of .,b a g are investigated, a single random variable e' occurs

in the extension model. When Ua ba2 and 2d are investigated, the extension

model is

Y k = a + b + ck + di + k k ijk + ek'

so that K additional random variables are present. The increase in generality

level with K additional random variables is such greater than that for one addi-
2.

tional variable, even if K = 2. When only a is investigated, JK additionala

random variables ejk can be present, with an appreciable increase in generality

level as compared with one additional random variable or K additional variables.
2 2 2

Similar remarks apply to investigation of ab 2 ' c 2 a , to investigation of
2

a , etc.
c

General results for N-way classifications with variance components models are

stated in the next section.

2. General Extended Models

To cover the very general class of situations considered, a notation similar

to that of Walsh (1968), for fixed effects models, is used. Explicit investigation

procedures may not have been developed yet for some special cases of the general

class of "usual" models that is considered. However, the purpose of this paper is

limited to showing how such models can be extended.

virtually all of the usual models for an N-way classification in variance

components express an observation y[i(l),...,i(N)] in the form

N
y[i(l)+J, 1..., i(Jt, (4

t l . t
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where the E denotes summation over the values of j 1 ,.... ft such that

1 - j 1 < < Jt S N, perhaps subject to restrictions on the joint values of

ill .... J Also, 1 I i(l) . 1 J i(N) : JN' perhaps subject to restric-

tions on the joint values of i(l) ,...,i(N). Here p is constant, all of the

A[i(jI) ,...i(it)] are random variables with zero expectation, and, for fixed

ill .... fJ ,the A[i(j 1 ... ,i(Jt)] have the same variance a(Jl ..... J) 2 The only

2 investigated are those for which t K N -1.

Sometimes the allowable combinations of Jl'."."Jr for t : N - 1 do not include

all of 1,...,N (such as for nested classifications). Then, a model for

y[i(l),...,i(N)] may not be called on N-way design, although it would be a special

case of model (4).

S2
The statistics used to investigate a(Jl'...'Jt) for given jl'...'Jt nearly

always are also used to investigate all of the a[H(jl,...,3t)] 2 , where H(J11 ... ,j t

denotes any subset of jl, ... ,jt; the variance for the random variables involving

this subset oft is represented by J[H(Jl....t t . Only models (4)

where this is the case are considered.

2
The statistics virtually always used for investigating a(jl"..."" ') and the

U[H(jl,...,jt)]2 are sums of square for differences of observations. These sums

of squares virtually always have the property that A's not involving any of

ill' ... licancel out in all of these sums of squares. In fact, one or more nui-

sance parameters would be introduced if not all of these A's cancedled out in the

sums of squares. Only models (4) where the A's have this property for the statis-

tics used are considered.

Now, consider the extended form of model (4) when model (4) satisfies the

conditions of the preceding two paragraphs. The most elementary case is that
2

where the variance components investigated are a(kl,...,k u) and the

a[H(kl, ... ,ku)j2, for given values of k 1 ,...,ku, (1 ' u ' N - 1). In this extended
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model, y[i(l), .. i(N)] is expressed as

P + E A (jl) ... i(Jt)] + e[i(kj),...,i(k".)],
t=lj.. t -&

where kl,.. "'k-u consists of the values of 1,...,N that are not equal to any

of ki .... ku. The A[i(j 1 ).....i(j t)] have the same properties as for model (4),

including the conditions imposed. The joint distribution of the

e[i~k) ..... i(%_u),' is arbitxary. Also, any permissible dependence between the

eli(k!).....ik_u)] and the A[i(Jl),....i(Jt)] can occur. The first or second

moments do not necessarily exist fcr the e's, and the covariances of the e's and

the A's do not necessarily exist. An e[ I can have a different dependence with

each )f the A's. However, when the covariance matrix for the y[i(l),...,i(N)]

exists, it is positive definite.

Although the e[i(k)....i( )] occur in the extended model, they cancel out

in the statistics used for investigating C(kI .... ku) 2 and the O[H(kI ..... ku)1 2

Thus, an investigation based on model (4) remains applicable when this extension

of model (4) represents the observations.

(r) (r) 2 (r)(r
The general case is where the o(k 1 . k .u(r ) and the ,-[H(k 1k (r),..,u(r)) 1n h • kr '"' u(r' ~)1

are investigated for r = 1,...,R. Here, u(r) S N - 1 for all r. in this genera.

extended model, y[i(l),...,i(N)] is expressed as

N
+ I. A[i(j),...,i(j t)] + e[i(s ) ... ,i (s ),

t=l Ji ... J~t P

where sl, .... s p consists of the values of 1,...,N (if any) that are not equal to

Wr Cr)
any of the k .k for r

As for the elementary case, the efi(s 1),...,i(sp)] cancel out in the statis-

tics used for the investigation. Also, the comments about the e[ I for the
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elementary case again apply. The value of p may be small and can be zero.
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CHAPTER V

EXTENSIONS OF MODELS HAVING FIXED EFFECTS,
WITH INVESTIGATION OF ALL EFFECTS

ONE-WAY ANOVA MODEL

0. Summary

Consider the standard one-way ANOVA model with fixed effects. Extensions

are made of this one-way model by addition of further "error" terms of one or

two kinds. For the extensions, exact procedures are obtained for investigating

all the effects that appear in the standard model, and fox investigating subsets

of these effects. For several externaSons, the customary results for the standard

model remain applicable (and are of the nature of the material in Chapter III).

Some procedures differing from the customa-y ones are used for the other extensions.

i. Introduction

The balanced fixed effects rodel for one-way analysis of variance is

Yjk ý + j -ejk' (1)

where j = 1,...,J and k = 1,...,K, with J,!, Ž 2. Here, y k is an observed random

variable, • is a parameter, ce is a parameter such that a. + ... + oj = 0, and ejk

is an unobserved random variable. The ejk are assumed to be uncorrelated with zero

2
expectation and the same positive variance a . They are also assumed to have a

joint normal distribution when something othe': than a point estimate is desired.

Seven extensions of the standard model (1) are given. An extension is made by

adding more "error" terms, of one or two kinc-s, to the standard model for y jk An

2
extension occurs such that i, a , and one or more of the cy can all be investigated

by exact procedures. Some of the statistics for these investigations differ from

those customarily used for model (1).

2. Extended Models
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The extensions given depend on which effects are to De simultaneously investi-

gated and on whether the statistical procedures are restricted to those customarily

used for model (1). The results using standard procedures are given here, rather

than in Chapter III, for presentation convenience.

2
First, consider the extended model when p, a , and one or more of the a. are

all to be investigated. Limitation to the results customarily used does not apply

t-- thas case. The model is

Yjk jk k(2)

wnere -, a. , and ejk have the same properties as for model (1). The additional

random errors e' ..... ,e' ,•ust sum to zero.

Second, consider the case where the eligible procedures are not restricted and

investigation of a2 and one or more of the c. is to occur. The extended model for
3

this cace is

Yjk L+ aj + e +e. (3)Ylk jk+

Model (3) is an extension of model (2).

Third, consider the case where the procedures are restricted to these custom-

arily used for model (1) and investigation of a2 and one or more of the cy is to

occur. The extension for this case is

yj u, + Of + e + e'. (4)
jk J jk

This is the least general oZ the extensions considered and, for K > 2, is much less

general than model (2) .

Fourth, consider the case where the eligible procedures are not limited and

2
both t and a are investigated. The extended model is

Yk " + o e + e' + e', (5)Yjk= j jk + I

where e' + ... + e' 0 and el' + ... + el'' 0. Model (5) is an extension of

models (2) and (4)
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Fifth, consider the case where the procedures are restricted to the customary
ones for model (1) and investigation of both t and 2 occurs. The extension is

y. L + 0 + e e!, (6)
Yjk j jk + 6

where e'' + ... + e'' = 0. Model (5) is also an extension of this model.

only a2 is investigated for the final two extensions. When the eligible

procedures are not restricted, the extension is

Yjk + j 4 ejk + e* + e**. (7)
Yjk jk k j

This is the most general model considered and is an extension of model (5).

Finally, suppose that the procedures are limited to those customarily used

2
and a is investigated. The extended model is

Yj + at + e + e* (8)

Model (8) has substantially less generality than model (7) but is the most general

extension given that is usable with an application of the method for rejection of

outliers that is described in earlier material.

As is easily seen, the generality of a model is strongly reduced when the

eligible procedures are limited to those customarily used for model (1). Actually,

the only statistic encountered that is not standard is the statistic for investi-

gating a2 (also used in tests and confidence regions for the other effects)

3. Basis for Investigations

This section states the statistics considered for use along with the effects

they investigate, the extended model(s) for which the additional terms do not

occur, and pertinent properties. For a given investigation, at least one statistic

2is introduced for each type of effect (.i, a , one or more of the a.) that is to be:3
2.

investigated. A statistic for investigating a is always included, since this

statistic occurs in the tests and confidence intervals for any type of effect, and
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also occurs in estimates of variances for point estimates of effects.

Some of the more elementary probability properties of the statistics are

stated without verification. However, proofs are easily obtained from considera-

tions such as those given in Graybill (1961). Also, the customary results are

obtained from material in Graybill (1961).

Some further notation is introduced for stating the statistics that are con-

sidered for possible use.

P= y , Y• y,
J^J ).

2 2 2 J K 2s E Cy. /(P-1) sI = Z ( - y5 ) /J(K-l),
a j=lI jkl J.

2 J K - + 2
J K(Y - Y - Yk + y )21(j-1) (K-l)sII j=l k--l " ""

2 2 2 2
Fai Ksa2/S I FaI = Ks a/sIi

The statistic si2 is the customary unbiased estimate of a2 for model (1) and is

free of the additional random terms for extended models (4), (6), and (8). The

statistic s i is an unbiased estimate of a2 and is free of the additional random

terms for all the extended models. With models (4), (6), (8) and normality,

J(K-l)s12/a2 has a x 2-distribution with J(K-l) degrees of freedom. For all the

models and normality, (J-l) (K-l) sii2/a2 has a x 2-distribution with (J-1) (K-l)

degrees of freedom.

The statistic s 2 is free of the additional random terms for models (2), (3),

and (4). When the normality assumption also holds for the e jk' and any of models

(2), (3), or (4) applies, the statistic FaII has an F-distribution with J-1 and

(J-1) (K-l) degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis that the 0. are all zero.J

This is readily verified by showing that the y. - y are uncorrelated with the
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22 2

Y - - y + y and that, under the null hypothesis, K(J-l) Sa2/ 2 has a )-

j k . k

distribution with J-1 degrees of freedom and (J-1) (K-i)s i2/a2 has a x 2-distribu-

tion with (J-l) (K-i) degrees of freedom. For normality, the a. all zero, and modelJ

(4), the statistic Fai has an F-distribution with J-1 and J(K-l) degrees of freedom

(the customary result when model (1) applies)

The statistic a. is the customary unbiased estimate of a. for model (1) and is

free of the additional random terms for models (2), (3), and (4). For these ex-

2
tended models, (J-l)5 /3K is an unbiased estimate of the variance of a. and,

when the normality assumption also holds for the e jk is independent of a. (since

the y - y. are uncorrelated with the yjk - -Y + y) . The statistic

(J-l)s 2 is an unbiased estimate of the variance of 0?. when model (4) applies

andif he ormaityassmptin aso olds isindpendnt f C j (he ustmar

results when model (1) applies) . The distribution of a. is normal with mean 4 and

variance (j-l)a 2/JK when the normality assumptiom applies and any of models (2),

(3), or (4) holds. These properties can be used to construct t-statistics for in-

vestigating linear combinations of the a..
^J

Finally, . is the customary unbiased estimate of " for model (1) and is free

of the additional random terms for models (2) , (5) , and (6) . For these extended
2

models, sii /JK is an unbiased estimate of the variance of i and, when the nonral-

ity assumptiom also holds for the ejk, is independent of L (since y.. is uncorre-

lated with yjk - - Y.k + y) " The statistic s2 /JK is an unbiased estimate

of the variance of L when model (6) holds and, if the normality assumption also

applies, is independent of p (the customary model (1) results). The distribution

2
of . is normal with mean 1 and variance a /JK when the normality assumption holds

and any of models (2) , (5) , (6) applies. These properties can be used to construct

a t-statistic for investigating L.
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TWO-WAY ANOVA WITH INTERACTIONS

0. Summary

Consider the standard two-way cross-classification model for ANOVA with fixed

effects and interaction. This standard model is generalized, in many ways, by

addition oZ one, two, or three more "error" terms that are of different kinds.

For these extensionis, exact procedures are obtained for investigating all the

effects and for investigating various subsets of these effects.

1. introduction

The balanced fixed effects model for two-way analysis of varianze, with cross-

classification and interaction, is (Graybill (1961))

Yijk 1 L + ai + 5j + -ij + eijk' (1)

where i = l,...,I; j = l,...,J; kJl,...,K; with I, J, K z 2.

Here, yijk is an observed random variable, .j is a parameter, .i is a parameter such

tha t + ... + = 0, and 1 is a parameter such that 01 + ... + 0i = 0. Thetha i+"'+ I 0,an 1

yij are parameters such that yil + ... + i = 0 for all i, and yij + ... + yIj = 0

for all j. The eijk are unobserved random variables that are mutually uncorrelated

2
with zero mean and variance a . When something besides point estimates is desired,

the e ijk are also assumed to have a joint normal distributiom.

Sixteen extensions of the standard model (1) are given, and exact investigation

procedures are obtained for all of them. Each extension is made by addition of one,

two, or three more "error terms (that are of different kinds) to the standard model

2
for y ijk" One extended model is such that all of u,, a , one or more of the ai' one

or more of the B., and one or more of the yij can be investigated. Other extensions

are given for investigating subsets of these types of effects. Investigatiom

procedures customarily used for model (1) are applicable for part, but not all, of

an investigation.
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2. Extended Models

2
First, consider the extension where p, a , at least one of the c., at least

one of the yij are all investigated. The extension is
= + ai + + ij + ei + e + e'' (2)
Yikijk jk ik'(2

where, as in the remainder of the section, 4, air 8.' yij, and eijk have the same

properties as for model (]). The additional random variables ek and e'' satisfy
e k ik

K K
••le' = C Z e!

k1l jk k= i

for all i and j, where the constant C can have any value.

Second, consider the extension where the types of effects investigated are

2
2a , cvi' 8., ij. For this case,

Y + ai + B+ ij + e + ek + ek' (3)

with the additional random variables satisfying

K K
Ze' = C, e'' C

k=l 3k 1 k= lik 2

for all i and j, where the constants C 1 and C2 can have any values. Model (3) is

an extension of model (2).

Third, consider the extension where the effects investigated are p, a 2 , Ofi,

yij" This extended model is

Yijk = + Oi + 8. + yij + eijk + e'k + e' (4)

1~~~ j j ik k j

where the additional random variables satisfy (for i = 1,..., I)

K I J K
E e"~ = C, E E Z Ce + e'') = 0.
k eik,, = i=l j=I k1 jk ik

Model (4) is an extension of model (2)

2Fourth, consider the case where the types of o.ffects investigated are , a2

8B, Y ij" The extension is
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y ýL + of+ +.'Y. e + e!, (5)

ijk 1 j + i + ijk +k ek

where the additional random variables satisfy (for j 1, ... , J)

K I J K
1e' C, E Z7(e'., + e') =0.

kl jk i=l j=l k=1 jk 1k

Model (5) is an extension of model (2).

Fifth, the types of effects investigated are 0U, i i and theexee
2 'y. nd th extended
1]1

model is

Y = + +. + Yij + e + e! + ei (6)Yijk 1 ij ijk jk + e

where the additional random variables e'' satisfy
ik

K
E'el = CI il ,I

k1 ik

Model (6) is an extension of model (4).

2sixth, a , $, yij are types of effects investigated and the extension is

ýj + Of+$+'' !+e (7)Yijk = + • i + ii+ y + eijk + e + ei'(

where the additional random variables e' satisfy

K
E e'k = C, (j=l, ... J)

k 1 3k

Model (7) is an extension of model (5)

Seventh, consider the extension where the types of effects investigated are

2C, ,Y ij. The model is

Yijk= + + i + . + eijk + ek + e•, (8)

where the additional random variables satisfy

I J K
E TE (e'W + e'') = 0.

i=l j-1 k-l jk ik

Model (8) is an extension of models (4) and (5).
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Eighth, a2 and yij are the types of effects investigated and the extension is

Yi k • + i $• + Yij + e ij e!k + e ik (9) C

Yij C' 'i i jk i

Model (9) is an extension of models (6), (7), and (8).

Ninth, consider the case where the types of effects investigated are 4, a2 ,

•i' 8.. The extended model is

j+ o + $ + Y. + e + e' + e''' , (10)
Yijk i ij ijk + ejk ik ij

where the additional random variables satisfy (il,....I; j1,...,J)

I J K

Ee'' CI, =e''= C2 , C''i 3
k=l

K I J K
E e' = C4, Z Z E (el + e'' + e!!') = 0,

k=l jk i=l j=l k:1 jk ik 1)

where the constants C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 can have any values, subject to the triple

summation. miodel (10) is an extension of model (2).

2
Tenth, a , ti' 8. are the types of effects investigated and the extended model

is

Yijk= •+ a, + Oj + -yij + eij + e 'j + e!k'+e'',9(i
1 Y]ijk i jk ik 1ý Ij

where the additional random variables satisfy (i=l, ... , I; j=l, ... , J)

I J
E e:'' = CI E e!'' = C2

1 j=l1 2'

K Ke! C3 , Z e'. C4kE ieik Ee
k-l ik 3 k-l 3k

Model (11) is an extension of models (3) and (10).

O2
Eleventh, the types of effects investigated are u, ,2  and the extension is

1~y

Yi + + + yij + e. + e' + e' ' + e"', (12)

1 j i ijk jk ik 1

where the additional random variables satisfy (iul, ... , I)
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J K I J K

E e!! C, E e." C2 E Z (e' + e" + e'!') = 0.
j1 1] k-1 ik * ijI j-l k-l J k k ij

Model (12) is an extension of models (4) and (10).

2Twelfth, p, a2, C. are the types of effects investigated and the extended

model us

+ij Cy+0 + et + el+ el!' , (13)
Yijk i + ij ijk jk ik + j

where the additional random variables satisfy (j=l, ... , J)

I K I J K
E e'.' = C1, £ e' 2, E E (e' + e'' +e!'I) = 0.

1] 1- C2 ijk ik iji= k i=1 j=l k--l 3

Model (13) is an extension of models (5) and (10).

Thirteenth, the types of effects investigated are a2 , 1i and the extension

is

Yijk = + o. + + y + + e 4 e' + e'' + e'!', (14)

1 j 1) ijk jk ik i3

where the additional random variables satisfy (i=1, ... , I)

J K
Se' = C1, E ei'' = C

j = lJ k=lA 2

Model (14) is an extension of models (6) and (12).

2Fourteenth, a2, . are the types of effects investigated and the extended)

model is

yij p + a. + 0. + y. + e. + ejk + e''i + e''' (15)

1j I ij ijk jk Ak i

where the additional random variables satisfy (j = 1, ... , J)

I K

e!'" - C, E e' - C
inl 1 ki jk 2

Model (15) is an extension of models (7) and (13).

* 2
Fifteenth, i and a are the types of effects investigated and the extended

model is
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+ e. + ef + e'+ + e!", (16)j
Yijk " + •i + ij + ij ijk + ejk ik

where the additional random variables satisfy

I J K
1: E E W + e!' + e'.) . 0.

i=1 j=l k=l jK ik 1)

Model (16) is an extension of models (8) , (12) , and (13).

Sixteenth, the type of effect investigated is 02 and the extensicn is
y + + Y. + e. + e' + e'' + e!'1. (17)

ijk i ij ijk +jk ik ij

Model (17) is an extension of all the other extensions.

3. Basis for Investigation

The statistics considered for use are stated here, along with the parameters

they investigate, the extended model(s) for which the additional random terms sum

out or cancel out, and their pertinent properties. At least one statistic is in-

troduced for each type of parameter that is investigated. Further statistics may

also be introduced for use in estimating variances of estimates and/or for use in

tests or confidence regions.

For brevity, some of the more evident probability properties for the statis-

tics are stated without justification. Verification is readily obtained, for

example, from material in Graybill (1961) . In particular, the customary properties

for statistics under model (1) are obtainable from Graybill (1961).

The additional notation for statistics is
y Ci =Yi. = . Y. y .

S. y , - - y , S Jy .- y

y.. ij..- yi. - - + y.. $2 S E (yi. - y )2

2 J 2. I J +S b (y. y S E E (y. y . + y
Sb j l *. ... g i 1l j l ....
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S2e Yj Yij.. .Yi~ -Y~ + Yi. + Y° + y .- y )2,
e i= 1j- k 1 Y jlj ik j

2 2

Fg 9 K (K-1) S2g/S2.g

The statistic S2/(I-l)(J-1)(K-l) is an unbiased estimate of a 2 and is free of the

ee

additional random variables for all the extended models considered. Customarily,for model (1), the statistic (

I j K2

E : :(y ijk - Yij. )2(17)

i=l j=l k=l

would be used instead of S2e. However, the generality level is hugely increased by

geg

22

use of S2e, and the degrees of freedom for "error" are only reduced from IJ (K-l)

the staisticS1(-1) TJhis (is ist an umotnbiaseduestimatunes ofI and is free ofathe

e

with (I-l)(J-r)(K-o ) degrees of freedom for all the extensions.

S2
The statistics and o are free of the additional random variables for

a I

models (2) , (3) , (4) , (6) , (10) , (11) , (12) , and (14) . For each of these models

and normality, JKS 2/la2 has a )(.2-distribution with I-1 degrees of freedom. Also,
a

under the null hypothesis that all the 01 are zero, F ahas an F-distribution with

I-s and the degrees of freedom. This is verified by showing that the

Yi'.. - Y... are uncorrelated with all of the (Y ijk -Yij. - Yi.k - Y.jk + Yi.. +

eA

y.. + Y.. - y.., which also shows that all the cv. are independent of Se for the

no(m(lity case. The statistic an is an unbiased estimate of u I for the stated

e

noith fori (the (K-mai) y degrees ofhfesedo fropralthes extnsions.neenecwt

provide a basis for constructing t-statistics to investigate specified linear
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combinations of the a. (for the normality case).
1
2

The statistics S and are free of the additional randor variables for
b

models (2) , (3) , (5) , (7) , (10) , (11) , (13) , and (15) . With any of these models

and normality, IKS /a 2 has a X -distribution with J-1 degrees of freedom. When
b

also the null hypothesis that all the 2. are zero holds, Fb has an F-distribution

with J-1 and (1-l) (J-l) (K-i) degrees of freedom. This is proved by showing that

the y j, - y... are uncorrelated with all of the (Yijk - yij. - Yi.k - Y.jk +

Y +y + y - y), which also proves that all the . are independent ofi. .j. . k ...

S for the normality case. The statistic S. is an unbiased estimate of 8. for the
e 3

stated models and has variance 02/IK. When the normality assumption holds, . has

a normal distribution. Thus, for normality, t-statistics (using S ) can be con-e

structed for investigating specified linear combinations of the 8.J
2

The statistics S 9and -y'. are free of the additional random variables for

models (2) - (9) . For these models and normality, KS 2 has a 2 -distribution
g

with (1-1) (J-1) degrees of freedom. Also, under the null hypcthesis that all the

'ij are zero, F has an .- distribution withL (-l) (J-1) and (1-1) 'J-1) ;K-l) degrees

of freedom. This is verified by showirra that the y..,, ., + Y

are uncorrelated with all the(y - i. .k - +-k +

), which also proves that all the -yi. are independent :f S for the case of

normality. The statistic Yij is an unbiased estimate of 1i3 for models (2) - (9)

2and has variance : /K. The distribution of yij is normal when the normality as-

sumption is satisfied. Hence, t-statistics, using S , can be developed for inves-e

tigating specified linear combinations of the yij for the case of normality.

The statistic is free of the additional random variables for each of models

(2) , (4) , (=; , ' , '10) , (12) , (13) , and (16). The statistic i is an unbiased

estimate of - -or these models and has variance 2/IJK (estimated by S 2/IJK) . The
e

d3sz•i•1tisn or f - is normal, and ý is independent of S , for the normality case.
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This independence follows from zero correlation of 2 with all of the (yijk Yij.

Y -Y.k + Yi.. + y. + y y Thus, under normalityYi.k jk .. j.k . .

1/2
[I(I-1)J(J-1)K(K-l) 1 (4 - W,/S e

has a t-distributiom with (1-1) (J-l) (K-l) degrees of freedom, and can be used for

investigating 4.
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CHAPTER VI

EXTENSIONS OF MODELS HAVING RANDOM EFFECTS,
WITH INVESTIGATION OF ALL EFFECTS

ONE-WAY ANOVA MODEL

0. Summary

Considered is the standard one-way ANOVA with random effects (varianc. compo-

nents model). This standard model is generalized in several ways. For these ex-

tensions, exact results are developed for investigating the --ean and both variance

components (of the standard model) and for investigating subsets of these param-

eters. Customary procedures for the standard model remain usable for some investi-

gations and extensions, but more general models are applicable wnen use of custom-

ary results is not required.

1. Introduction

The balanced random effects (variance components) model for one-way ANOVA is

(see Graybill (1961))

YjR = + a. + b. (1)

where j = l,...,j and k = 1,...,K with J, K Z 2. Here, yjk is an observed rando•.

variable, " is a parameter, the a. are unobserved random variables with zero mean
2

and the same variance Ta , the bjk are unobserved random variables with zero mean

and the same variance b 2, and the aj, b3k are mutually uncorrelated. When some-

thing other than a point estimate is desired, the aj, bjk are also assumed to have

a joint normal distribution.

Five extensions of the standard modei (1) are given. Each extension is made

by addition of one or two types of "error" terms to the standard model for jk"

2 2
One extension is such that all of L, a , and I can be investigated by methods

a b

with exactly determined properties. Not all of the statistics for this investiga-

tion are the same as those customarily used for model 11) . other extended models
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2 2 2are given for investigating a and ab, and for investigating ab. The customary

procedures are applicable for some of these extensions but different procedures are

used for the others.

2. Extensions

The extended models depend on the parameters to be investigated and on whether

the investigation procedures are litxited to those customarily used for model (1).

2 2
First, consider the extension where all of p, 2a , and 0b are investigated.

Restriction to the customary procedures does not apply to this case. The extended

model is

Yjk - ý + aj + bjk + e (2)

where, as in the remainder of the section, k, aj, and bjk have the same properties

as in model (1) . The additional random variables el, ... ,eK sum to zero.

2 2
Second, consider the extension where ya 0b are investigated and the proce-

dures for use are not restricted. For this case,

Yjk + + aj + + e'k. (3)

Model (3) is a generalization of model (2).

Third, consider the case where the procedures are limited to those customarily

2 2
used for model (1) and both aa and ab are investigated. The extension is

Yjk P + aJ b +e*. (4)

Model (4) has the lowest generality level of the stated extensions and is much less

general than model (2) when K Z 3.

Fourth, consider the extension where the eligible procedures are not limited
2.

and only ab is to be investigated. The model is

Yjk + a +b + e + e''. (5)

This is the most general extension consid,-rcd.

Finally, let the procedures be restricted to those customarily used and
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consider investigation of ab The extension is

bjk j jk + e'' (6)

Model (6) is appreciably less general than model (5). However, as can be easily

shown, model (6) is the most general of the stated extensions for which the type

of method for rejection of outliers that was outlined previously is applicable.

3. Basis for Procedures

This section contains a statement of the statistics considered for possible

use, the parameters they investigate, the extended model(s) for which they are

usable, and their pertinent properties. For an investigation, at least one statis-

tic occurs for each of the types of parameters investigated.

Some of the more evident probability properties for the statistics are stated

with no verification. Justification is easily obtained, for example, from material

given in Graybill (1961). Also, the customary properties can be obtained from

Graybill (1961).

The additional notation used is

A 2 2
4 = y , s = 2 (y. - y )2,a j=l

J K J K2 E 2 2=
S1 = (Y2 j1 k (Yjk-Yj -Yk+y)

j=1 k-l "k j. 2 k=l " j."

2 2 2 , 2 2
Fal JK'K-l)S /(J-1) S Fa2 F K(K-)E aS

Thz statistic S12/j(K-1) is the customary unbiased estimate of ab2 and is free of

the additional random variables for models (4) and (6). With these models and the

normality assumption (for the a and b jk), S12 /b2 has a )2-distribution with J(K-1)

degrees of freedom. The statistic S 22/(j-1)(K-l) is an unbiased estimate of
22

ab and is free of the additional random error terms for all of the extended models.

2 2 2
For all the models and normality, S / has a x -distribution with (J-l) (K-l)

degrees of freedom.
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The statistic S 2 is free of the additional random ,-ariables for models (2),

2i+ 2) 2a•a -iti
(3), and (4). For these models and normality, KS /C + ) has a 2 -distri-

bution with J-1 degrees of freedom. With model (4) and normality, Fal has an F-

distribution with J-1 and J(K-l) degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis of

2 O, which is the customary result when model (1) applies. For this hypoth-
aesis, normality, and of models (2) (3) or (4) the statistic has an F-

ess omltadany omoes(),(),r(4,te taiicF has2 nF

distribution with J-1 and (J-1) (K-l) degrees of freedom. This is verified by

showing that yj,. - y.. is uncorrelated with Yjk - yj. - Yk - Y.. for all j',j,k.

The statistic

S a2 (J-1) -_1 S12 [JK(K _1)]-I1

is an unbiased estimate of a 2 when model (4) holds, and2 -1 21

S (j-l)) - S2 [K(J-I)(K-l)-

2is an unbiased estimate of aa when a t r r t models()hd, ad(1) Tus.

a

Sa l (-1 S 12 [SJ) Kl

A2

ias an unbiasedestimae f w ht egrany of mreodesm), (3)c is a4 csoapplies. l o

Finally, is t the customary unbiased estimate of s for model (1) and is free

of the additional random terms for model (2) . When the normality assumption holds,

" ~2Sis independent of S , which is the customary result for model (1). Thus, under
a

normality

has a t-distribution with 3 - 1 degrees of freedom, which is a customary result for

model (1) . Incidentally, the customary results for model (1) are usable when only

Sis investigated by use of model (2).

7W(FOLD NESTED ANOVA

0. Summary

Consider the sta .ard twofold nested design for analysis of variance with

random effects (a variance components model). For these extensions, exact proce-

dures are obtained for investigating all of the mean effect and the three types of
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variance components, and for investigating various subsets of these parameters.

most of the investigation procedures are different from those customarily used for

the standard model.

1. Introduction

The balanced twofold nested analysis of variance model with random effects is

(Graybill (1961))

Yijk I a i + bij + cijk' (I)

where i = l,...,I; j = l,...,J; k = 1,...,K; with I,J,K > 2.

Here, Yijk is an observed random variable, i is a parameter, the a. are unobserved

2
random variables with zero mean and variance a , the b.. are unobsered random

a 1)
2variables with zero mean and variance a b , the c ijk are unobserved random vari-

ables with zero mean and variance a , and the random variables are mutually un-c

correlated. When significance tests or confidence regions are desired, the random

variables are also assumed to have a joint normal distribution.

Seven extensions of model (1) are given, and exact investigation procedures

are obtained for all of them. Each extended model is obtained by addition of one,

two, or three random terms (of an "error" nature) to the righthand side of model
(1). One extension is such that all of 2, Ya2, Gb2, Oc can be investigated simul-

taneously. Other extensions are given for investigating various subsets of these

parameters. Investigation procedures customarily used for model (1) are usable in

some cases, but many of the procedures are not customarily used for the standard

model.

2. Extended Models

2 2 2First, consider the extension for the case where all of p, aa b P ac are

investigated. The model is

Yijk - k + ai + bij +c ijk + e' ik + ejk (2)

where, as in all the extensions, IL, the ai, the bij, and the cijk have the same
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properties as in model (1). The additional random variables satisfy

K K
Se' C -C e'. '

k=l k=1 jk

for all i and j, where the constant C can have any value.

Second, consider the extension where C a 2 b 2 2 are investigated. The
Seod a c ))' aeivetgtd h

extended model is

k + a. + b. + c + ei+ e' (3)
ij ID ijk ik jk'

where the additional random variables satisfy

K K
,1 l = CI, Z e.' = C21

ik= k1l jk 2

for all i and j, where the constants C1 and C2 can have any values. Model (3) is

an extension of .-K)del (2).

Third, ab and a 2 are the parameters investicated and th- extended •cdel is

4 +ek + e',', (4)Yijk = • i + ij + Cijk +e'k + j' 4

where the additional random variables satisfy

K
Zele =C, (j--1 .... J)

k1l jk

Model (4) is an extension of model (3).

2
Fourth, only C is investigated and the extension is

C

y +a. +b.. +c + +e' + el' + e''' (5)
ijk i bi j + Cijk ik jk ij

Model (5) is an extension of model (4).

2
Fifth, 4 and a are to be investigated and the extended model isa

=i + a, + b. + cik + ell (6)Yijk ijk'

where the ej satisfy
ijk

K
E e* = 0, (iO,....I; j=l,..,).

kl ijk
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Model (6) is an extension of model (2).

Sixth, only 4 is to be investigated and the extension is

a, +e*b (7)Yijk- +a+bij + Cijk + eijk,*(7

where the ej satisfy
ijk

J K

j=l k=1 ijk

Model (7) is an extension of model (6)

2
Finally, only C is to be investigated and the extended model isa

Yijk = P + a. + b. + cik + e.jk, (8)

where the ek satisfy
*Ijk

K

k=l ijk

Model (8) is an extension of model (3) and of model (6).

3. Outline of Procedures

Limitation to consideration of seven sets of the parameters is due to the two-

fold nested classification. These are the combinations that are meaningful for

2 2
because the statistic for investigating G c is needed for investigation of a2b

Thus, when investigation of a and ab is desired, the case considered is inves-
a b

2 2 2
tigation of Caa , b0 ' , cc

The statistics for use in the investigation procedures are stated here, along

with identification of the parameter(s) they are used to investigate, the extended

models for which they apply, and their pertinent properties. For simplicity, some

of the more obvious probability properties for the statistics are given without

verification. Justification of these stated properties can be obtained, for

example, in Graybill (1961).
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The extra notation used is

2 2
5= y s JKS -y ) ,.. a isi 1..

2 2sb=K• Z(Yij-Yi
S S yi=l j=l " "

I J K 2
C (Yiijkk - yij. Yi.' y - + y. j + y k y ...c i--i j=l k-- .....

2 2

The statistic s 2/(i-l) (J-1) (K-i) is an unbiased estimate of a and is free of thec c

additional random variables for all the estensions considered. When the normality

assumption for model (1) is also satisfied, s 2/a 2 has a x 2-distribution withc c

(I-1) (J-1) (k-i) degrees of freedom for all the extended models.

2
The statistic sb is free of the additional random variables for extended

models (2) , (3) , (4), (6) , and (8) . For these models, sb 2/I(J-1) is an unbiased

estimate of a c2 + KC b.2 When normality also holds, sb 2/(aUc2 + Kab 2) has a "x -dis-

tribution with I(j-l) degrees of freedom. For models (2) , (3) , (4) and normality,

2. 2
S_2 is independent of s2 , so that Fb has an F-distribution with I(J-1) and (I-1)

2(J-1) (K-l) degrees of freedom under the null hypothesis that ab = 0. Independence

2 2
of sb and sc is verified by showing that the yij,. - yi.. are uncorrelated with

all of the (yijk - Yij. - Yi.k - Y.jk + yi.. + Y.j. + y..k - y...) . The statistic

[sb2/1(J3-) - sc /(I-1) (J-1) (K-l)I/K

2
is an unbiased estimate of ab for models (2) , (3) , and (4).

2
The statistic s is free of the additional random variables for models (2),

a

(3) , (6) , (7) , and (8) . For these models, s 2/(I-l) is an unbiased estimate of
a

a 2 2 + 2Kb 2 +Ka a. When normality also holds, s /(a Kb + +JK a 2) has a
c b a a c ba

distribution with I-1 degrees of freedom and is independent of sb2 (a customary
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result) Thus, under the null hypothesis that aa 2" 0, the statistic F has ana a

F-distribution with I - 1 and I(J-i) degrees of freedom. The statistic

[S 2/(I1-) - Sb2/I(J-l)]/JK

2
is an unbiased estimate of 2 for extensions (2) , (3) , (6) , and (8).a

Finally, the statistic . is free of the additional random variables for models

(2), (6) , and (7). For these models, p is an unbiased estimate of ý1 and the

variance of P is

(cr2 + Kab2 + JKa 2)/IJK,

which is unbiasedly estimated by the statistic s 2/I(I-I)JK. When the normalitya

2assumption also holds, a is independent of s a (a customary result) and thea

statistic

[ I (I-1) JKI (P-L)/sa
ai

has a t-distribution with I-i degrees of freedom.
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CHAPTER VII

EXTENSIONS FOR ANALYSIS O COVARIANCE MODEL

AND MIXED MODEL

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE MODEL

0. Summary

Considered are extensions of the standard one-way classification model for

analysis of covariance that has fixed effects. For these extensions, nearly all of

the customary investigation procedures are shown to have the same properties as for

the standard model. An extended model can be developed for a case where, in the

statistic(s) used for the investigation, the observations occur exclusively in the

form of their differences. An application to rejection of outlying observations

is discussed.

2. Introduction

The standard model for the balanced one-way classification in analysis of

covariance is

Yjk P + Cfj + Oxjk + e (1)

where j =l,...,J and k = 1,...,K, with J,K > 2. Here, yjk is an observed variable,

xjk is a concomitant variable with fixed known value, p ana 8 are parameters, a.

is a parameter such that a 1 + ... + aJ - 0, and ejk is an unobserved random vari-

able. The xjk are such that there is at least one value of j for which jl .... jk

are not all equal. The e k are assumed to be uncorrelated with zero expectation

and the same positive variance a2. They are also assumed to have a joint normal

distribution when something other than a point estimate is desired.

A basis for rejection of outlying observations is outlined first. Suppose that,

without knowledge of the observed values, yjk* is chosen to be investigated as a

possible outlier. On the basis of the known values for xjl,...,Xjk, but without

knowledge of the observation values, divide yjl ,...y. jK into sets ',f size three and
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also zero, one, or two sets of size four (with Yj,* not in a set of size four).

Any set of size four is converted to a set of size three. This is accomplished by

adding two of its observations and dividing this sum by IT , to yield one "obser-

vation." This "observation" is designated as yjk'' where k' is the smaller of the

values of k for the two observations added. For each set (now all of size three),

develop a statistic of the form

Yjk(l) + ayjk(2) + byjk( 3 )' (2)

where

l+a+b= 0

xjk(l) + axjk(2) + bXjk(3) = 0,

and k(l) = k* for the set containing Yjk*" The division into sets, the conversion

of sets of size four (if any) , and the choice of k(l) , k(2) , k(3) within a set, is

such that solutions exist for a, b and also the statistic (2) for the set contain-

ing Yjk* has the smallest variance, subject to k(l) = k*.

Let a = A and b = B for the statistic that includes Yjk* and multiply the

statistic (2) for any other set by

2 2 2 2 -(A + B + 1) (a + b + 1)

The resulting statistics do not involve IL, 0, or the a.. They are mutually uncor-J

related with zero mean and have the same variance. With normality assumed, the

statistic containing Yjk* can be investigated by a procedure for examining whether

a specified (without knowledge of the observation values) observation, supposedly

in a sample from a normal population with zero mean, is an outlier.

The purpose of this paper is to show that nearly all of the exact results de-

veloped for model (1) remain exact when this model is generalized. Three kinds of

extended models are considered.

2. Extended Models
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The first extension of model (1) is for the case where a, 2 and one or more

of the O. are investigated. Then, the extended model is)
j jk jYjk + (Yj + O k+ e jk + el, (3)

2
where, as for all extensions, 4P Oj, 5, a2, Xjk, and ejk have the same properties

as for model (1).

2
Next, consider the generalization that occurs when only 8 and a are to be

investigated. This is also the model to be adopted when the procedure outlined for

investigating the existence of an outlier is used. The extended model for these

purposes is

Yjk = + + x + ejk + e'. (4)

Model (4) is an extension of model (3).

Finally, consider the generalization when only one or more of the Of. are to

3

be investigated. This extended model is

Yjk =k + C' + + ejk + k(5)

Model (5) is also an extension of model (3).

3. Listin; of Statistics

Some further notation is first introduced to aid in a listing of statistics

2
that are customarily used to investigate $, a , and one or more of the a'. when

model (1) is assaned. These statistics, and their properties under model (1) , can

be found, for example, in Graybill (1961) . Examination of the statistics used for

simultaneous investigation of one or more of the types of parameters, as considered

in each of the three extensions, shows that no additional error term remains in any

statistic.

The notation introduced is

J K 2 J K 2Z XkX. ,, T(x Z T (x. .- x..xx j=l kal jkj. T j-1 kl
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J K 2 i K 2
E = E (y_.k-y4) T = T E (Y3 -y

YY j=l k--i j=1 k

J K
E = Z (x .- x. (Yjk-Yj

Exy j=1 k=l jk .-

J K
T = £ (x. -x )(y -y

xy j=1k1 k- ..' .

which is used in expressing the statistics considered.

2
All statistics used for investigation of a are proportional to

2 2/Exx)[K(J-I)- i]-
(Eyy xy xx

The statistics for investigation of $ are

xy /Exx

and
;2 ^2

xx

The statistic

1 + __ E_

(K-l) ;2  y+ + T + E - E - E 2 )]

is used to test c 1i ... aj = 0. Investigation of individual a., or linear

combinations of them, can be developed from use of

o. =y. -y - ,x. -x.

Tests and confidence intervals for linear combinations of the C. are based on ;2
J

and the a corresponding to the a. occurring in the linear combination.

SCHEFFf TWO-WAY MIXED MODEL FOR ANOVA

0. Summary

Considered is the mixed model for two-way ANOVA that was introduced by Scheffe,

including a joint normality assumption when tests or confidence regions are desired.
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This model is extended in several ways. For these extensions, the effects o•--I,.ar-

ily considered for the Scheffe model can still be investigated. Some cf the inves-

tigation procedures differ from those developed by Scheffe.

1. Introduction and Discussion

The Scheffe mixed model for ANOVA can be stated in the form

+ b + cbl c +ekI (1)

where ..... ; - .. k=l .. ,K; with I,J,K 2 2.

re .: _3 a servn random variable, 4 is an unknown parameter, and the 2

are P. earane-ers such that 0( + "" + • = 0. The b. are unobserved random
J

:ar..azhea *w.-_h zero expectation that are uncorrelated and have the same uniknown

L
variance Z The c. are unobserved random variables with zero expectation andB 1

such that

I
Z c. = 0, (j = 1'....J).i=1l•

The unknown value of var(cij) is the same for all j and is denoted by a.., which

a parameter of the set a.ii' (i,i = 1. I), with 1 oii, If symmetric and positive

indefinite. Also, cov(c ij,ci,j,) = 0 for j j j' and

cov(c ,ci,.j) = i., - . -. i' + a.oy ci j ii' 1.

where

I I I
a. oii,/i' 0;.i' La.,/, = .a. /I.

• i,=l i=1 .. i=1

In addition,

cov(bj,c ij) = . - C

and cov(b,c ij,) is zero for - I j'. Finally, the eijk are unobserved random vari-

ables of an error nature that have zero expectation and the same unknown variance

2
a e The eijk are mutually uncorrelated and are uncorrelated with the b3 and the
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C. 1.

When tests or confidence regions are consifored, the b., the c., a.' the e

are assumed to have a joint normal distribution.

The -Ifects investigated are one or more of the 4 (=4+a) , one or more of the
1 1

•. including
1

a 2 (I-l)l • 2
A i=1

2CBone or more of the a..i',

2 = (I-l) 1 •
AB iii=l

2 2
and a . Of course, J can be investigated by procedures for investigating onee AR

or more of the a.ii,. Scheffe' gives procedures for investigating these parameters

in Scheffe (1956) and (1959).

Ten extensions of model (1) are given. Each extended model is formed by

addition of one, two, or three more random error terms to the righthand side of

equation (i1 . One extension is such that one or more of the -k, one or more o: thI
2 2

•i' aB , one or more of the Cyii' and ce can be s;imultaneously investigated.

Appropriate subsets of these types of paraveters can be investigated for the other

extensions. The procedures developed by 7cheffe for model (1) are applicable in

2.
some cases but a different "error sum of squares" s is used for other cases. TheC

2
degrees of freedom associated with s are (1-1) (J-1) (Y-l) while 1J(K-l) degrees of

e

freedom are associated with the error sum of squares used by Shucf@. Use of s is

the only way the procedures for the extensions differ from those ,'(-eloped by

Scheffe.

2. Extended Models

First, consider the extended model for the case where all of one or r,. ro
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2 2the i (=4+a' one or more of the r.y, one or more of the a.i.' 'B 2 and a e can be

simultaneously investigated. This model is

Yijk +1 + i) + b.3 + c ij + e ijk + 'ik + ejk (2)

where, as for all extended models, p, the ayi, the b., the cij, and the eijk have

the same properties as for model (1). The extra random errors e' and e' satisfy
Ak

K K
E eik el..l
k=lik k=l jk

for all i and j, where the value of the constant C is arbitrary.

Second, consider the extension where the types of parameters considered are

2 2
the a' the C.,, CB , and a The extension is

1 B e

(ijk - + CI ) + b. + c.. + eijk + e!k + e (3)

where the additional random variables satisfy

K K
Sel = Cl, e' =C 2

k=1 A k= 3k

for all i and j, with the constants C 1 and C2 having arbitrary values. Model (3)

is an extension of model (2).

The third extended model involves simultaneous investigation of the yi' CAB 2

2
and c . The model i3

e

yijk (j + Ui) + b. + c.. + e + e' + e'', (4)
1 D 1i ijk ik +jk

where the e' satisfy
ik

K
e'. = C.

k=1

Mode. (4) is an extension of model (3).

2 2Fourth, consider the extension for investigation of the p.i' 'AB ' and ae

The mo49) is

y ý + CV -a) + b. +c. +-. e e e'' (5
''(5)

Yijk iij + ijk + ik +jk
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r

where the e' and e'' satisfy
ik jk

K
E (e' + e'') = 0

k=1 ik jk

for all i,j. Model (5) is an extension of model (2).

2 2Fifth, the parameters investigated are CAB a e and the extended model is

y = ( Oe + •i) + bj + cj + e + e! + e' (6)

ijk I. ) i ijk i-k jk (6

Model (6) is an extension of model (5).

2 2sixth, the P. B and a are investigated. The extension is
e

Yijk =( + Oi) + bj + c.j + e + ei + e' + e'v', (7)

1 )jk ijk i'k jk i~j

where

K J K
Se' , e''' =C 2 , Z (e' + e' +e'l') = 0

k=1 jk 1 j 1 k=1 1• jk i3

for all i,j. Model 0) is an extension of model (2).

2 2
Seventh, GB and F are investigated, and the extended model ise

yi (P + e.) + b. + c.. + e.. + e' + e'' + e!'', (8)

1k I ij ijk ik jk Ij

where

K J
ell , = Ce'!'" C

k=l jk j=l 3

for all i,j. Model (8) is an extension of model (7).

2
Eighth, the p i and C are investigated and the extension is1e

Yijk (P + of) + b. + cj + eijk + ek + e'' + e'v', (9)

1j j 1) elk + jk aj

where

K

"(e' + '+ e'.') 0

kwl ik1

for all i, j. Model (9) is an extension of model (7).
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2,
Ninth, only 2 is investigated and the extended model is

e

y (P+01) + b. +c.. +e.. +e' +e' + e'''. (10)

ijk (• ) 1) ijk ik jk ij

Model (10) is an extension of all of models (2) - (9).

Tenth, and last, one or more of the pi are investigated and the extension is

y P (+ (Y.) + b. + c..+. + eeYijk ( . ) ij ijk + ijk, ()

where

K

kýl 1 3k

for all i, j. Model (11) is an extension of model (9).

3. Basis for Investigation Procedures

Limitation to ten extensions is largely due to the forms that occur for extend-

2 2ed models. For example, an extension for investigating the ai. B , and C is ofe

the same form as that for also investigating the a.ii" Thus, no model is stated

2 2
for investigation of the ai. YB and e2 Also, consideration is limited to com-

binations of parameter types that are meaningful for investigation using the

Scheff4 mixed model. For example, consiaeration of B 2 and/or OAB2 is not appro-

priate, since the statistic for investigating a is needed. Thus, the parametere

2. 2 2
2 is included in any set containing 0B and/or 0ABCe i

Except in one respect, the investigation procedures considered are those

developed by Scheffe (1956) and (1959). The one difference is that the statistic

I J K 2
SS = E E E (Y ijk - Yi-)

e il j1l k=l

used by Scheffe is replaced by the statistic

2 I J K
5 s 7= 71 1 (Y ijk - yij. - Yi.k - Y.k + yi. + Y.j. + y..k - ...e i1 j6l k=l3
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at all places where SS occurs. The only effect of this replacement is that a sum
e

of squares with (I-l) (J-l) (K-l) degrees of freedom is substituted for a sum of

squares with IJ(K-l) degrees of freedom. This change in degrees of freedom is un-

important unless I and J are small. The generality level of the extensions is

2
greatly increased by using s instead of SS .e e

2
For the case of joint normality, s has the same independencr' properties withe

the other statistics as does SS . This is verified examininc t'* zzrreIation pro-e

perties of the (yi~ - Y -Y.k- Yj+Yi + Y*. + y. - . with the

Yi'. -y . the y.j,- y the (yj., - y., - y.j. + y)...), etc.

For a given extended model, w.rification is obtained by examining the statis-
•~2)

tics developed by Scheffe (with SS replaced by s 2 for investigating the param-e e

et-ers considered. it is easily shown that in every case the additional random

e rror terms cancel out or sum out in the statistics of Scheffe (1956) and (1959)
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